Eiffage presents four files within the framework of the competition "Green Solutions Awards" organized by the portal Construction 21 which promotes sustainable construction and infrastructures, as well as renewable energies. The votes are opened from now on. To you to play!

Green Solution Awards is a competition of sustainable solutions in connection with the conference of United Nations on the climate change (COP). Organized by the Construction21 network, present in eleven countries, they put forward with the whole profession the implemented innovations by the pioneers of the sector to fight against the climate change, both in the buildings as in the districts and the infrastructures.

Four files are presented this year by Eiffage: the campus The Dunes of the Société Générale at Fontenay-sous-Bois (Val-de-Marne), the regional seat of the Crédit Agricole in Lagord (Charente-Maritime), the secondary school "Notre-Dame de bon secours" in Binche in Belgium, and the Recyclean process, which permits the re-use of roads polluted by aromatic polycyliques hydrocarbons.

The votes are opened from now on. To you to play!
For that purpose, click the following links: the button of vote is situated to the right of the screen, on every case study:

https://www.construction21.org/france/case-studies/fr/sogecampus-les-dun...
https://www.construction21.org/france/case-studies/fr/siege-social-du-cr...
https://www.construction21.org/belgique/case-studies/be/college-notre-da...
https://www.construction21.org/france/infrastructure/fr/recyclean-reempl...